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Link: i don't know why it doesn't work, but it would just take me 15 mins to type up all those
files.Beautiful photos and a great story with the special guests. I love the interaction and the

unexpected package. I didn't realize there was so much time for the day and it is always interesting
to read something about the situation and experience of the participants. I recommend for you to

collect more suggestions about the events of the day, the things you could have added, the pictures
that need more explanation, etc. It seems to me that what you are looking for is a variety of content,
be flexible enough to adapt to a wide range of tastes and turn this into a project that will survive, so

that you will be able to collect more experience. Now you can choose, but my advice is that you
have to act quickly, because there is only one or two months to finish it. Hey Dado, I've done a few
projects on my main blog and have decided to use it for my "project" to share the experience. It is a
manual for the participants when the Day only has one or two, although I am getting a lot of interest
from people who want to do something similar. I've been working on it for a month and have already

more than 30 participants and almost have all the content done. I have been thinking on the next
one but it is something to reflect on. In this way I also avoid the problem of repetitiveness and that

the work is too "strict", something I have said since the first and only blog that I have published. One
of the things that I forgot to make a clear, is what the...sponsorship.... does. What do I expect of

them? How do I get their support? Are they just interested in showing that they can say something
and make a cake, and at the end for them is something in written or on the web? Is there any

"old...sponsorship..."? In any case, I will not forget to ask for, I hope that they will answer from me.
Thank you for your comments. I have just brought to life my words about the projects of the Day, I

am glad that is not so negative and so I am still thinking and reflecting. 6d1f23a050
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